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Introducing  R  O  T  O  L  A

Flexible work
Rotola is designed for a flexible 
workspace and can be used for 
focused work, teams, workshops or 
any other formal or informal meeting.



Multiple socket outlets
Customizable: Power/Usb/LAN/Hdmi

Rounded edges
It follows the leg shape

Premium surface
With properties like:
soft touch, anti-fingerprint,
thermal healing of superficial
micro-scrathes, low light
reflectivity

Modern castors
Sleek, durable and noiseless

Solidly built
Black coated steel



Free your ideas
Rotola optimally supports productive 
and creative work in agile teams 
with the all need facilities for mobile 
equipment used.



ROTOLA module,
Is a adapting working table for 
collaborative spaces suitable in the 
today organizational dynamics.

Finishes:
Top black fenix
Legs black coated steel
Structural parts black coated steel

Views and dimensions (millimeters):
1200 x 1200 x 740



Nice to meet you T  R  E  S

A tree’s rings
are a map of its life. As they 
accumulate with each passing 
year, varying in thickness and 
colour and forming according 
to experience, the pattern of 
rings becomes individial to 
every tree. They are a unique 
imprint of a lifetime’s journey.

Internet source: BAFTA 2020 Print on Behance



Lasting solidity. 
The executive tables feature solid oak 
legs with a 15° slope on the vertical 
axis. Fenix is the innovative new 
proposal for an intelligent and highly 
practical worktop. Available in black 
or white, they are extra spacious. Also 
available as a meeting table.



A system that creates connections.



Love towards details
Every handmade object is 
unique in its own. Our craftsmen 
devote time in order to achieve
perfection, nothing less.
An inebriating search for 
equilibrium that shapes what 
nature created. Unique pieces 
of furniture come alive thanks 
to a mixture of dierent yet 
complementary materials.



Finishes:
Top    white kerrock / black fenix

Legs   light oak wood
Structural parts    white/black coated steel

Cable management
Magnetic cover that opens widely 
for inserting the plugs.

Views and dimensions (millimeters):
XL 2400 x 1200 x 750
L 2100 x 1000 x 750
M 1800 x   800 x 750
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